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1st quarter 2016 revenue
Q1 organic growth: +8.
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Levallois, 13 May 2016 – The

first quarter of 2016, a rise of 10.

structure and exchange rates, the increase 

grew by 14.2% in comparison 

exchange rates). 

Mid-Market activities saw their revenues 

change in structure as compared with the 2015 financial year. The end of 

the new DSN regulations (Déclaration Sociale Nominative

affected revenues in this first quarter

financial year.  

Going forward in the 2016 financial year

"In a market that looks more promising for Digital Services Enterprises i

how in terms of Data Intelligence (

Experience and Management & Transformation

should, once again, enable us to post above

In this context, we are confident, 

management and the service quality of our assignments

 
Keyrus will hold its Annual General Meeting on 

quarter revenues on 27 July 2016 a
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quarter 2016 revenues: €53.4m 

Q1 organic growth: +8.8% 

2016 2015 

53.4 48.5 

The Keyrus Group achieved revenues of 53.4 mil

rise of 10.0% as compared with the first quarter of 

structure and exchange rates, the increase was 8.8%, driven by Large Account activities

in comparison with the first quarter of 2015 (+12.5% at constant structure and 

activities saw their revenues decline slightly by 2.5% in the first quarter without a 

change in structure as compared with the 2015 financial year. The end of 

Déclaration Sociale Nominative/Nominative Social Declaration

in this first quarter, but the activity remains promising 

Going forward in the 2016 financial year, Eric Cohen, President and CEO, comment

"In a market that looks more promising for Digital Services Enterprises in 2016

Data Intelligence (Big Data & Analytics, Business Intelligence), Digital 

Management & Transformation meets our clients' requirements perfectly and 

once again, enable us to post above-market growth. 

we are confident, whilst at the same time remaining focused on sound 

management and the service quality of our assignments." 

will hold its Annual General Meeting on 20 May 2016 and will publish its second 

2016 after market close. 

  www.keyrus.com 

actionnaires@keyrus.com 

 

Growth 

10.0% 

4 million euros in the 

as compared with the first quarter of 2015. At constant 

driven by Large Account activities. These 

at constant structure and 

the first quarter without a 

change in structure as compared with the 2015 financial year. The end of projects linked to 

/Nominative Social Declaration) 

activity remains promising for the current 

, comments: 

n 2016, Keyrus's know-

Business Intelligence), Digital 

meets our clients' requirements perfectly and 

whilst at the same time remaining focused on sound 

and will publish its second 
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Breakdown of revenues by operational sector
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ABOUT KEYRUS 

 
Keyrus, creator of value in the era of Data and Digital
 

An international player in consulting and technologies and a specialist in Data and Digital, 

dedicated to helping enterprises take advantage of the Data and Digital paradigm to enhance their 

performance, facilitate and accelerate their transformation, and generate new drivers of growth, 

competitiveness, and sustainability.

 

Placing innovation at the heart of its strategy, 

in the market and centred around an innovative offering founded upon a combination of three major 

and convergent areas of expertise:

 

• Data Intelligence: 
Data Science - Big Data Analytics 

 

• Digital Experience: 
Innovation & Digital Strategy

Performance – User Experience

 

• Management & Transformation
Strategy & Innovation – Digital 

 

Present in 15 countries on 4 continents, 

 
Keyrus is quoted in compartment

(Compartment C/Small caps – ISIN 

Further information at www.keyrus.com
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by operational sector 

 

Large Accounts 
 

 

Mid-Market 
 

2016 
 

2015 
 

  2016 
 

   2015 
 

41.5 
 

36.3 
 

   11.9 
 

 12.2 

value in the era of Data and Digital 

An international player in consulting and technologies and a specialist in Data and Digital, 

dedicated to helping enterprises take advantage of the Data and Digital paradigm to enhance their 

performance, facilitate and accelerate their transformation, and generate new drivers of growth, 

competitiveness, and sustainability. 

at the heart of its strategy, Keyrus is developing a value proposition that is unique 

in the market and centred around an innovative offering founded upon a combination of three major 

and convergent areas of expertise: 

Big Data Analytics – Business Intelligence – EIM – CPM/EPM 

egy – Digital Marketing & CRM – Digital Commerce 

User Experience 

Management & Transformation Consulting: 
Digital Transformation – Performance Management –

continents, the Keyrus Group has 2 500 employees. 

ment C of the Eurolist of Euronext Paris  

ISIN Code: FR0004029411 – Reuters: KEYR.PA – Bloomberg: KEY:FP)

www.keyrus.com 
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Total 
 

   2016 
 

   2015 
 

53.4 
 

48.5 

An international player in consulting and technologies and a specialist in Data and Digital, Keyrus is 

dedicated to helping enterprises take advantage of the Data and Digital paradigm to enhance their 

performance, facilitate and accelerate their transformation, and generate new drivers of growth, 

is developing a value proposition that is unique 

in the market and centred around an innovative offering founded upon a combination of three major 

Commerce – Digital 

– Project Support 

Bloomberg: KEY:FP) 


